Literature for RÄSN11, Law, Society and Corruption applies from autumn semester 2020

Literature established by the board of the Division of Sociology of Law on 2020-09-16 to apply from 2020-09-16

See appendix.
Lecture 1 - Introduction to global indicators of corruption, rule of law and governance and their implications for understanding law, development and social change

Compulsory Reading Materials


Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)
Lecture 2 - Multidisciplinary Approaches and Theoretical Perspectives to Corruption: Normative Approaches to Understanding Corruption (Economics, Political Science, Administrative Sciences and Law).

Compulsory reading


8. Rose-Ackerman, Susan (1999) Corruption and Government: Causes, Consequences, and Reform. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press. (Chapters 1, 2) (78 pages)

Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)


Lecture 3: Multidisciplinary Approaches and Theoretical Perspectives to Corruption: Legal Pluralistic Approaches to Understanding Corruption (Legal Anthropology, Socio-Legal Studies)

Compulsory reading


Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)


4. Polese, A., 2008. ‘If I receive it, it is a gift; if I demand it, then it is a bribe’: On the Local Meaning of Economic Transactions in Post-Soviet Ukraine. *Anthropology in Action*, 15 (3), 47–60.


Lecture 4: Methodological and Ethical Issues in (Anti-) Corruption Studies

Compulsory reading


Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)


**Lecture 5: Doing Fieldwork on Corruption: Methodological and Ethical Challenges**

**Compulsory reading**


2. Polese, A., 2008. ‘If I receive it, it is a gift; if I demand it, then it is a bribe’: On the Local Meaning of Economic Transactions in Post-Soviet Ukraine. *Anthropology in Action*, 15 (3), 47–60 (15 pages)


**Lecture 6: Socio-Legal Theories on Legal Compliance and Their Implications for Analysing Corruption**

**Compulsory Reading Materials**


**Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)**


**Lecture 7 – Anti-Corruption Strategies, Informality and Development**

**Compulsory reading**


**Optional Reading (one book/article should be selected)**

